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The Fear of Missing Out 
on Belongingness in Secondary Students   
Minnie McBride
75% of teens 13-17 have 
active social media 
profiles.
Common Sense Media, 2015
FOMO is defined as “a 
pervasive apprehension that 
others might be having 
rewarding experiences from 
which one is absent.”
Przybylski, et al., 2013
“FOMO lures us out of our 
integrity with whispers of what 
we could or should be doing.”
—Brene Brown, cited in Baker et al., 2016 p. 275
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How do a select group of eight students of color from 
seventh and eighth grades experience FOMO at one 
predominantly white independent school?
Site
One independent 









5 boys and 1 girl in the 




and social media were 
less important than 
connecting in-person
Game Play and 
Messaging
Platforms for 
connecting in real time 
were preferred, like 
video games
01 02 03 Grassroots 
Systems 
of Support
Family and friends were 
evident for all
Nathan’s Story
Researcher: Do you have or use social media?
Nathan: No...But like, I don’t know whether, if 
like, John did some crazy backflip or 
something on Instagram unless he 
specifically texted me, or someone else 
texted me, or somebody told me, or we talked 
about it playing video games or something. 
That is one thing about it.
Nathan’s Story
Describing FOMO...
Nathan: I will occasionally just look on 
Instagram or Twitter just for, like, if I am 
looking at when the next Supreme drop is or 
something or what is dropping, I’ll know that.
Implications
1. Time to Chill
Teachers can provide 
opportunities to 
connect at school
& policy makers could 
enlist social media sites 
to fund research
3. Community Education
School can set limits 
that benefit students & 
create shared 
understandings of the 
positive connections 
students seek
2. School Advisory 
Councils
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